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•  A serial entrepreneur since 1985
•  Built many highly successful businesses
•  Operated multiple JV’s with household name corporations
•  Founder, CEO and board member of listed companies
•  A strategic leader with an inventor’s brain type
•  Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) qualified
•  A problem solver
•  A disrupter
•  Believing in equitable win-win outcomes
•  Employed over 300 staff since 1985
•  A conduit for light energy consciousness

Notable Successes
•  TWEFS
•  Independent Financial Solutions
•  Integrity Financial Solutions
•  TEP Factory
•  FX Perpetual
•  SLSF
•  MATRIXFREEDOM
•  B to B services

BACKGROUND

The world’s biggest Private Members Association of its type

CURRENT VENTURES 
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YOUR BIRTH CERTIFICATE IS AN UNREVEALED 
"TRUST INSTRUMENT"
The CESTUI QUE VIE Trust is a Public Estate Trust (P.E.T.) you inherited due to the 

bankruptcy of the Nations in 1933 and the subsequent ceasing of gold, silver and other 

assets as Collateral to Money. 

You became a Citizen when your mother registered you via the Birth Certificate as 

property of the State. 

Your Citizen is a corporation, it engages in commerce for you, the living entity. 

Other entities your Citizen contracts with are also corporations.

Countries, governments, courts, the tax offices, the police, etc are all corporations.

The global system of commerce operates under the Law Merchant, Lex Mercatoria. 

All Citizens are deemed by the State as corporate bankrupt debtors.

Citizens are registered, therefore owned by and considered wards of the State.

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument,“ a Security Future.

You Citizen is a debtor and you, the living man or woman via your creative energy and 

labour, are a creator of the money supply, a creditor. 
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The money system is debt-based; there is no way to pay for anything. 

All  you can do is promise  to pay; your promises are negotiable instruments (Security 

Futures) that originate from your P.E.T.

Your P.E.T. can issue an unlimited amount of Security Futures. 

Your issued Security Futures belong to you, you are the creator, the owner.

Your P.E.T operates a ledger,  a credit side and a debit side. 

When you make a “payment” you are issuing a debt, a Security Future.

When you “borrow” you are issuing a debt a Security Future that the bank buys from you.

MATRIXFREEDOM will show you how to issue new and reclaim your Security Futures to 

create financial abundance.

MONEY
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The information outlined below is not taught in any school, 
any university, it’s not known by most experts, and those 

that do know it keep it as their biggest secret 



OPERATE AS THE CREDITOR
Creditors access their P.E.T to:

Issue Security Futures to set off (settle) debts and taxes.

Issue Security Futures and, and via financial engineering, convert them into spend-

able money to discharge secured debts.

Create Security Futures from wrongdoing events and, via financial engineering, 

convert them into spendable money.

Reclaim their issued Security Futures, payments made via bank transfers, debit and 

credit cards to balance their P.E.T. ledgers to 0, payments are promises to pay debts.

Convert existing investments and assets into unlimited income and capital growth 

via financial engineering. 
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1. Mortgage discharge and payments recovery

2. Settlement of unsecured debts 

3. Settlement of personal and business tax

4. Reclaim of personal payments

5. Infinite investment returns at low risk

6. The conversion of wrongdoing into money

7. Pension fund conversion into infinite income

8. Home equity conversion into infinite income

9. Business expansion funding without interest

10. Project finance without interest 

MATRIXFREEDOM SOLUTIONS - CREATING A 
FINANCIALLY ABUNDANT LIFE

•

•

•

•

•
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THE INVERSE MONEY SYSTEM
Payments

When we make a payment via a bank transfer, a debit card, or a credit card, we are 

programmed to believe that the bank debits our account and sends the payment to 

the payee. 

Our beliefs are incorrect; when we (man or woman) make a payment, we issue a nego-

tiable instrument, a Security Future, which is debt that we create. 

As nothing can be paid in the system; payments are promises to pay, debts. 

We are therefore the creator or lender of the Security Future and entitled to have our 

loan repaid and our P.E.T ledger balanced to 0 by reclaiming our Security Futures.

Mortgages, credit cards and loans

When we borrow via a mortgage, a loan or a credit card, we are programmed to 

believe that the bank lends us Money. 

Our beliefs are incorrect; when we borrow, we issue a negotiable instrument, a Security 

Future, which is debt that the bank purchases from us, the bank is in debt to us. 

But the bank reposts the Security Future as an asset to them and a liability to us. 

Banks don't lend money or take deposits.

We are money creators and can operate as creditors to create financial abundance. 

"None are more enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free"

                                                                                          Iain Clifford MATRIXFREEDOM
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•

•

•
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In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.
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In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

EDWARD MANDELL HOUSE - PRIVATE MEETING WITH 
WOODROW WILSON

In a private meeting with Woodrow Wilson [President 1913-1921]

“[Very] soon, every American will be required to register their biological property in 

a National system designed to keep track of the people and that will operate 

under the ancient system of pledging. 

By such methodology, we can compel people to submit to our agenda, which will 

affect our security as a chargeback for our fiat paper currency.

Every American will be forced to register or suffer not being able to work and earn 

a living. They will be our chattel, and we will hold the security interest over them 

forever, by operation of the law merchant under the scheme of secured 

transactions. 

Americans, by unknowingly or unwittingly delivering the bills of lading to us will be 

rendered bankrupt and insolvent, forever to remain economic slaves through 

taxation, secured by their pledges.

They will be stripped of their rights and given a commercial value designed to 

make us a profit and they will be none the wiser, for not one man in a million 

could ever figure our plans and, if by accident one or two would figure it out, we 

have in our arsenal plausible deniability. 

After all, this is the only logical way to fund government, by floating liens and debt 

to the registrants in the form of benefits and privileges.

This will inevitably reap to us huge profits beyond our wildest expectations and 

leave every American a contributor or to this fraud which we will call “Social 

Insurance.” 

Without realizing it, every American will insure us for any loss we may incur and in 

this manner; every American will unknowingly be our servant, however 

begrudgingly. 

The people will become helpless and without any hope for their redemption and, 

we will employ the high office of the President of our dummy corporation to 

foment this plot against America.”

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.
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THE DEBTOR LIFE – THE CREDITOR LIFE
In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

DEBTORS CREDITORS

Pay interest on mortgages and loans

Pay taxes 

Pay rates

Pay bills

Worry about their jobs or business

Worry about interest rate increases

Worry about home repossession

Worry about courts and fines

Worry about inflation

Worry about the risk of declining value 
investment and pension funds

Create financial abundance where inflation has 
little effect

Create infinite returns from their existing investments 
without risk to the capital

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Discharge their mortgage and recover the payments

Set off, settle their taxes 

Set off, settle rates 

Reclaim their payments

Create money to invest in their business

Set off or discharge debt

Discharge their mortgage and recover the payments

Set off, settle court issues

 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.
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THE BACKGROUND TO THE FRAUD
In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 
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•
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The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.
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In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.

You are probably operating as a debtor in the system, an economic surf to debt and 

taxes, you may have job or business uncertainties, you may be fearful of what volatility 

in the investment markets may do to your perceived wealth, worried about inflation, 

interest rate increases and other things that cause fear. 

If this is your mindset, you are operating as a debtor.

You now know that your NAME is not you,  it is a corporate Citizen,  its your agent in 

commerce.

You also know that you, the living entity (man or woman) together with other living 

entities are the source of 97% of the worlds credit via the issuance of Security Futures. 

By combining the MATRIXFREEDOM solutions you can create a life of financial 

abundance.

You have a choice, live as a debtor or live as a creditor, which do you choose. 
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In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 
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The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.

You are probably operating as a debtor in the system, an economic surf to debt and 

taxes, you may have job or business uncertainties, you may be fearful of what volatility 

in the investment markets may do to your perceived wealth, worried about inflation, 

interest rate increases and other things that cause fear. 

If this is your mindset, you are operating as a debtor.

You now know that your NAME is not you,  it is a corporate Citizen,  its your agent in 

commerce.

You also know that you, the living entity (man or woman) together with other living 

entities are the source of 97% of the worlds credit via the issuance of Security Futures. 

By combining the MATRIXFREEDOM solutions you can create a life of financial 

abundance.

You have a choice, live as a debtor or live as a creditor, which do you choose. 
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In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.

You are probably operating as a debtor in the system, an economic surf to debt and 

taxes, you may have job or business uncertainties, you may be fearful of what volatility 

in the investment markets may do to your perceived wealth, worried about inflation, 

interest rate increases and other things that cause fear. 

If this is your mindset, you are operating as a debtor.

You now know that your NAME is not you,  it is a corporate Citizen,  its your agent in 

commerce.

You also know that you, the living entity (man or woman) together with other living 

entities are the source of 97% of the worlds credit via the issuance of Security Futures. 

By combining the MATRIXFREEDOM solutions you can create a life of financial 

abundance.

You have a choice, live as a debtor or live as a creditor, which do you choose. 
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THE INVERSE COMMERCE SYSTEM

In 1933, President Roosevelt declared the United States of America (the Corporate 

Government) bankrupt. 

The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of each of their 

States, including the CITIZENRY AS COLLATERAL, for credit loans from the Federal 

Reserve System. 

Shortly afterwards, every other Corporate Government Followed. 

The world is not a collection of Sovereign Nations or Countries; the world is like a giant 

holding company operating in commerce, with each Country acting as a bankrupt 

corporation. 

The U.S. dollar is the world's reserve currency. 

The reserve is our creative energy. 

All Money is debt, 97% of which are promises to pay or negotiable instruments, Security 

Futures that we create when we "borrow" or make "payments." 

In 1933 to cover the existing and future debt, all governments (corporate entities) "The 

State" determined and established the value of the future labour of each individual 

under its jurisdiction.

The creation of the Citizen occurs via the Birth Certificate registration, the Citizen is a 

corporate entity. 

This Citizen, sometimes known as the STRAWMAN, unknowingly becomes a fictional 

persona in commerce, as evidenced by the all CAPITAL LETTER name. 

A Public Estate Trust (P.E.T) is set up on each Certificate of Live Birth. 

A valuation of each individual's creative and future labour is used to issue a Security 

Future or tradable bond.

The bonds are backed by the creative and future labour of the citizens.

The bonds are bundled into sets and then placed as securities on the open market. 

These bonds are purchased by the Central Banks and other banking entities. 

The State issued Birth Certificate is now a Registered Security Future by evidence of 

the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP) number. 

The purchaser is the "holder" of "Title." 

The Birth Certificate is an unrevealed "Trust Instrument". 

This process made every Citizen a surety for the global debt and a permanent bank-

rupt debtor.

This process converts an individual's life, labour, and property to an asset of the gov-

ernment when this person/citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a 

driver's license, passport, benefits, free mail delivery, or anything else.

From 1933 rather than gold reserves backing Money, people became surety for the 

debt in several different ways. 

The living entity (man or woman) acts as a surety via unlawful conversion making the 

individual's creative energy, life, labour, and property an asset of the State.

When the Citizen receives a 'benefit' from the government, such as a driver's license, 

passport, social security benefits, free mail delivery, or confirm who they are to a 

police officer or Judge, they create a joinder to their living entity.

The corporate State can tax and regulate commerce for all Citizens who have not 

reclaimed their Title to their property in the P.E.T.

The Security Futures are circulated as Collateral for loans and entered on the asset 

side of ledgers just like any other Security Future.

The central banks now have a negotiable instrument against which credit is 

advanced by the international funding community, namely The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Bank of England, and 

Federal Bank of America.

Though not widely known, all these corporate banks and institutions, despite their 

names, are privately owned.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act created the birth "registration" or 

what we now know as the "Birth Certificate." 

It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that 

would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and 

infants, and for "other purposes." 

This practice is evident all over the world. 

It created a State "birth registry" that exists today, creating "State Children." 

Before 1921, the records of births and children's names were entered into the family 

bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths.

The family and the law readily accepted these "official records. "

Since 1921, the people have registered births and names of their children with the 

State, even though there is no law requiring it. 

The State tells you that registering your child's birth through the Birth Certificate 

proves that they were born in the State, making them a Citizen. 

This "Parens Patriae" State now legislates children as if they are owned (via registra-

tion) by the State. 

Through the media and other propaganda systems, families believe in the impor-

tance of continuing registration and licence requirements for most aspects of daily 

life. 

As a direct result, children grow up to be adults indoctrinated into believing those 

things necessary to carry out activities that exist in what is called a "free country." 

After receiving the information of live birth and other particulars for the Birth Certifi-

cate accompanied by the assigned social security number, the State claims an 

interest in every child within its jurisdiction. 

The State will, if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a 

guardian trustee) over your children. 

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. 

The child is a valuable asset that can contribute valuable assets provided by its 

labour for many years if adequately trained. 

The child itself is the asset of the Trust established by the Birth Certificate, and the 

social security number is the account number of the P.E.T, allowing for the Trust's 

assets to be tracked. 

The State owns our children. 

All of us, including our children, are considered "bankrupt" Corporation assets. 

The State now designates us as "Human Resources" born in a Delivery room, 

delivered to the State of birth by way of the Birth Certificate for which our Informer 

(our Mother) provides the requested information, including the Name and Social 

Security (or tracking) Number wherewith this bankrupt State is supplied with a new 

crop of Collateral born each year

All Citizens are debtors in permanent bankruptcy, transmitting entities of your 

creative energy that originates from you, the living entity, the man or woman.

The registration made your Citizen livestock in their debt and tax farm.

You probably believe that you are paying your bills, paying for goods and services 

and that banks lend money for mortgages, loans and credit cards.

You may also believe that taxes underpin public services; if so, you are being fooled 

to operate as a debtor under a state of fear. 

The problem, you are programmed by the media, the education system, the govern-

ments, the legal system, and the so-called financial experts into believing how the 

system works; everything you think you know is probably false. 

The reality is the system operates inversely to how it appears.  

You (the living entity) are the source of unlimited credit; via knowing how to use your 

promises to pay (Security Futures), you can create unlimited abundant wealth. 

Registration = ownership/control. 

Citizens don’t own their car or property, the State does. 

Why would we ever give the State ownership of our children? 

The insanity of it all is that we willingly 'register' without even questioning it! 

The programming has so well indoctrinated us; it's just the way things are done. 

The Social Security Number (your account number) has "other purposes." 

It serves as a means of lifelong tracking of the one whose Name is on the 

Birth Certificate.

To wit, "Full Faith and Credit" is the clause of the U.S. Constitution (Article IV, Section 1) 

that provides that the various states must recognise legislative acts, public records, 

and judicial decisions of the other states within the United States. 

It requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or 

usage of the State of its origin. 

That foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled in their 

home state.

And that a judgment of record shall have the same Faith, Credit Conclusive Effect, 

and obligatory force in other States as it has by law or usage in the State from 

whence taken. 

Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition.

CITIZENS MAN WOMAN

Transmitting entities for the Man Woman

Permanently in debt

Treated as wards of the State

Registered to the State as livestock in a 
debt and tax farm

Money creators the source of 97% of credit (debt) 
in the world system

•

•

•

•

With dominion over the earth

 

Abundant 

With inalienable rights

•

•

•

•

MATRIXFREEDOM
MATRIXFREEDOM is the world's biggest provider of financial abundance solutions.

A Private Members Association, the product of creative light energy that flows through 

Iain Clifford and his team of Collaborators. 

We make it easy to create a financially abundant life by providing information and 

education, mentorship, act as a shepherd. 

Once Members are ready we facilitate and administer (on member instruction) their 

chosen solution/s. 

By accessing their P.E.T, all fees can be funded without effect to savings or earnings, 

making the solutions free to set up. 

Through experiential learning, Members remember who they are, creditors to the 

system, and creators.

•

•

•

•

•

•

SUMMARY
You are probably operating as a debtor in the system, an economic surf to debt and 

taxes, you may have job or business uncertainties, you may be fearful of what volatility 

in the investment markets may do to your perceived wealth, worried about inflation, 

interest rate increases and other things that cause fear. 

If this is your mindset, you are operating as a debtor.

•

•

You now know that your NAME is not you,  it is a corporate Citizen,  its your agent in 

commerce.

You also know that you, the living entity (man or woman) together with other living 

entities are the source of 97% of the worlds credit via the issuance of Security Futures. 

By combining the MATRIXFREEDOM solutions you can create a life of financial 

abundance.

You have a choice, live as a debtor or live as a creditor, which do you choose. 
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You are probably operating as a debtor in the system, an economic surf to debt and 

taxes, you may have job or business uncertainties, you may be fearful of what volatility 

in the investment markets may do to your perceived wealth, worried about inflation, 

interest rate increases and other things that cause fear. 

If this is your mindset, you are operating as a debtor.

You now know that your NAME is not you,  it is a corporate Citizen,  its your agent in 

commerce.

You also know that you, the living entity (man or woman) together with other living 

entities are the source of 97% of the worlds credit via the issuance of Security Futures. 

By combining the MATRIXFREEDOM solutions you can create a life of financial 

abundance.

You have a choice, live as a debtor or live as a creditor, which do you choose. 


